Inter-cellular interactions are ubiquitous in the world of microbes, shaping the population composition of 1 ecosystems at both microscopic and macroscopic scales, affecting human health and governing processes in 2 utilization of bio-resources. However, metabolite exchanges, a major type of microbial interactions, remain 3 difficult to measure and predict, invoking the urgent need of modeling and computational studies. As an 4 alternative to the conventional ecological models which usually lack metabolic details, metabolic models and 5 flux-balance-analysis (FBA) based algorithms emerge as a promising way to address the challenge. However, 6 existing algorithms for predicting microbial community metabolism usually impose constraints or objective 7 functions (implicitly or explicitly) that lead to 'forced altruism', which forces a microbe to fulfill other 8 species's need by cross feeding certain metabolites instead of using the resource for its own reproduction and 9 other cellular activities in order to achieve community level optimality. As a result, in terms of game theory, 10 the prediction is not necessarily a Nash equilibrium and therefore not evolutionarily stable. We developed a 11 bi-level optimization framework free of 'forced altruism' constraints termed NECom. Payoff matrices of 12 metabolic strategies analogous to traditional matrix games can be obtained by shadow price analysis in FBA 13 to validate NECom predictions. By applying NEcom to toy community models, we demonstrate several 
In traditional game theory, payoffs for each species involved in the metabolic inter-cellular interactions can 82 be computed as the benefits of importing metabolites subtracting the costs of exporting metabolites.But how 83 can we use metabolic model to obtain the benefits and costs? The answer was found in the solution of flux 84 balance analysis(FBA) [45] , specifically, the shadow price of lower bound constraint of exchange reactions.
85
Before recalling the FBA algorithm, let N be the set of organisms in a microbial community, for each 86 organism n ∈ N , let I n be the set of metabolites and J n be the set of reactions, c n be the objective indicator 87 vector, in which 1 indicates the corresponding flux variable v j,n ∈ V n of reaction j is the objective and 0 for 88 otherwise.
89 max c n V n subject to j∈Jn S i,j,n v j,n = 0 ∀i ∈ I n , ∀n ∈ N (1) v j,n ≥ LB j,n , ∀j ∈ J n , ∀n ∈ N (2)
− v j,n ≥ −U B j,n , ∀j ∈ J n , ∀n ∈ N (3)
where S i,j,n is the stoichiometry of metabolite i for reaction j , LB j,n and U B j,n are the lower bound and upper bound for the flux of reaction j, respectively. All subscripts n stand for organism n.From the primer problem, the dual problem of FBA can be derived as: min j∈Jn (U B j,n µ j,n − LB j,n µ j,n ) subject to i∈In S i,j,n λ i,n + µ U B j,n − µ LB j,n = c j,n , ∀j ∈ J n , ∀n ∈ N
By the definition in linear programming, shadow price of a constraint is how the optimal value of objective 92 changes in response to marginal variation of the right-hand-side of the constraint. Therefore as to a specific 93 exchange reaction com(i, n) ∈ J ex , the shadow price µ LB com(i,n),n is the amount of fitness increases(or the 94 benefit) of organism n in response to one (marginal) unit increase of −LB com(i,n),n ,the maximum uptake 95 rate of metabolite i by organism n, µ LB com(i,n),n can also been regarded as the cost when organism n export 96 metabolite i. Considering a classical two-member game, the payoff matrix fig. 1 The general layout of payoff matrix of two interactive organisms,in each cell there are two payoffs,E(S1 p , S2 q )is the payoff for species 1 when interacting with species 2, and they carry strategy combo No.p and No.q respectively, E(S2 q , S1 p ) is the payoff for species 2 when interacting with species 1, and they carry strategy combo No.q and No.p respectively Given specific metabolite exchange state, payoff values for individual organism in a the two-member game 100 can be computed as:
where S1, S2 are strategy indicator vectors for the two species respectively, with 1 for activation and 0 for 102 inactivation (e.g S1 2 = [1, 0] means the strategy combo No.2 for species 1 is activated for metabolite 1 but 103 not for metabolite 2 , and S1 i,2 is the strategy indicator for metabolite i in S1 2 ). 
To explicitly model the mutual dependency in terms of inter-organism metabolite exchange, uptake of a 111 metabolite by an organism is possible only if there is surplus of the metabolite in the medium after the 112 consumption/production by the rest of the community:
where X n is the relative abundance of organism n (a pre-set parameter), which is multiplied by specific uptake rate v ut com(i,n),n to correctly normalize the exchange with the community, and v med i
is the maximum community uptake of metabolite i from the medium. Here to avoid forced altruism, v ex com(i,n),n is designated as an inner variable independent of the outer problem, while the uptake rate v ut com(i,n),n is also an inner variable but depends on the net availability of metabolite i. In this way we can ensure that individual organisms have 'autonomy' over their metabolite exports. Maximization of the community fitness in the outer level cannot force an organism to produce a certain metabolite unless FBA determines that the metabolite is necessary for, or at least not undermining the maximum growth of the organism. The max function in the 6/20 eq. (7) is linearized by introducing an outer continuous variable β i,n and an outer binary variable δ i,n :
where M is a large constant. In combination of inner problem and outer problem the complete formulation of NECom can be written as:
For the purpose of finding the ESS or strong Nash equilibria, an community level objective function can be 114 added, usually it is the sum of biomass of all community members: max n∈N (c n V n ), and this community 115 level objective is added to NECom for the predictions in this paper.
116
NECom prediction can guarantee Nash Equilibrium
117
In the context of microbial games, Nash equilibrium (NE) is a state where there is no benefit for any 118 community member to unilaterally deviate from its current strategies [5, 68] . To prove whether a NECom 'unilateral',then we check if NECom predicted flux distribution for the picked member can be optimal, taking 122 steps along these paths, we have the following proof:
123
According to its inner problems of the NECom framework, when the strategies of other members are fixed, any member k ∈ N in the community model has the following optimization formulation:
If metabolites i can not be net synthesized by other species, then according to eq. (8), β com(i,k),k is 0, and 124 eq. (16) can be reduced to
Obviously the above constraints do not have any effect on flux distribution of member k.
128
On the other hand if metabolites i can be net synthesized by other species, then according to is stable ( fig. 3.b) .
158
based on the analysis above, the interaction in ( fig. 2 ) is characterized as a game called 'prisoner dilemma ', 159 because the NE is all members choosing 'defect' instead of 'cooperate', which NECom correctly predicts. The 160 'forced altruism' setup is the cause for the mutualistic prediction by joint-FBA and OptCom, because the 161 setup artificially prioritizes the metabolite export by each member for its partner over the optimization of its 162 fitness, in order to achieve higher community-level fitness.
163
In the previous toy community both members are self-sufficient, what if members must depend on each other 164 for survival? In scenario 2, sp2 is set to depend on sp1 for its removal of the growth-inhibitory product 'C', 165 which can not be withdrew efficiently from the system but needed by sp1 to generate ATP for growth ( fig. 4 ). 166
This model is an epitome of the interaction between M. maripaludis and D. vulgaris [57, 58] , in which The NE predicted by NECom shows that sp2 will produce C as much as possible and both species can grow. 169
The case demonstrates a type of mutualism resulting from coupled growth. analysis of inter-cellular interactions.
202
In the future, FShaP and NECom will be applied to some real-world case studies,higher level microbial 203 interactions such as quorum sensing and host-microbe signaling can be considered in the form of additional 204 constraints, kinetic parameters can be added and NECom can be adjusted for spatial-tempo simulation,
205
various inner problem objectives can be evaluated for specific case studies. more comprehensive and better 206 refined model can be used to improve prediction quality if computational difficulties can be well handled, 207 multi-level omics data can be integrated in the framework to improve case specific predictions. 
